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"When I was a baby I remember one moment of calm peace, then three minutes after that it was
on." A stunningly designed, richly illustrated companion to the much-anticipated documentary film,
Tupac: Resurrection brings unprecedented clarity and soulful intimacy to the life and work of Tupac
Shakur. In many ways the autobiography he never got to write, Tupac: Resurrection features the
artist in his own words, examining his complicated life and the controversial decisions that plagued
him while he was alive. Tupac: Resurrection captures, as never before, his boundless passion,
searing honesty, and stunning intelligence, and showcases a range of never-before-seen writings,
letters, screenplay ideas, lyrics, poems, photographs, and personal effects, and stands as an
indelible testament to the artist's astonishing cultural legacy. Tupac: Resurrection crystallizes the
enduring significance and impact of one of the most complex, haunting, and influential artists of our
time.
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First off I want to reply to the review called "I just don't understand" by a reader in MI. Why the hell
did you only give it two stars? You didn't even say ONE DAMN THING AT ALL about this book. You
admit you know nothing about Tupac, never read into anything about him. Do you even have this
book? Did you ever look in this book? Apparently not since you admit you are ignorant. So why the
hell would you rate a book that you have never even looked at? It's people like you that ruin these
forums for reviews. All you do is say ignorant crap and admit you know nothing about him and give

the book a low score. You didn't even say one thing about this book. Don't you know these reviews
are about the products? This isn't a forum for you discuss your ignorant opinions. You are supposed
to rate the product. Also, you want to know what he did for his community? He helped out poor kids
that came from single-parent families and kids that came from households where drugs were a
problem. He gave them food and shelter. He kept this quiet from the media because he didn't want
people to think he was doing it just to make himself look better. He did it silently because he really
cared for people. Also, his music helps people. Music is very therapeutic and all kinds of people can
relate to the emotions that are evident in his music. That aside, I give this book 5 stars. If you want a
biography look elsewhere. This is a book version of the film Tupac Resurrection. It contains his
poems, letters, thoughts, and many pictures from his early years up until the end of his life. I think
it's very interesting and encourage anyone who likes Tupac and admires his passion to get this
book. It's very sad to think about Tupac when you go throw this book.
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